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Hi, I’m George and I’ve been selling
successfully through YouTube since
2007. If you are just starting out on
YouTube or you have a small channel
that you want to revitalize then I am here
to help.

The first thing you need for your channel is to
decide upon a Niche, which is just one category or
topic that your channel will focus on.

Let’s look at 20 Top Niches for YouTube in 2022.
These are all successful niches that can generate
a lot of views and subscribers. Plus as an added
benefit, will also work well for marketing.

All of these example channels have over 100,000
subscribers, so they have at least a Silver Play
Button Award from YouTube, several have over 1
Million subscribers and a Gold Play Button.

OK, let’s get started.
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1. Make Money Online

Joshua Mayo

https://www.youtube.com/c/JoshuaMayo

Subscribers: 168K

Videos: 95

Category: Education

Graham Stephan

https://www.youtube.com/c/GrahamStephan

Subscribers: 3.95M

Videos: 815

Category: Education
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Joshua Mayo has a financial
planning channel with
information on investing,
retirement, and passive income.
His style is talking to the
camera & graphic overlays.

Graham Stephan has a
financial planning that is at the
top of the game with a style
copied by others like Joshua
Mayo above. He uses talking
to the camera and graphics.

Top 20 YouTube Niches In 2022



2. Health and Fitness

Body Hub

https://www.youtube.com/c/BodyHub

Subscribers: 1.11M

Videos: 1,141

Category: Howto

Jordan Yeoh Fitness

https://www.youtube.com/user/jordanyeohfitness

Subscribers: 3.59M

Videos: 270

Category: Sports
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Body Hub uses a faceless
video style relying on stock
video, text overlays, and
graphics with a voice over. This
makes for easy to create videos
that depend on a good script.

Jordan Yeoh Fitness uses a
personal trainer style in his
videos. He does the exercises
and you work along with him.
There is a 3 person camera
crew hiding behind the camera.

3.Cryptocurrency

CryptosRUs

https://www.youtube.com/c/CryptosRUs

Subscribers: 649K

Videos: 1,278

Category: News

Altcoin Daily

https://www.youtube.com/c/AltcoinDaily

Subscribers: 1.24M

Videos: 1,852

Category: Tech
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CryptosRUs is a news channel
about Cryptocurrency. His style
is to show screenshots of the
different crypto markets with a
video overlay box in the lower
right corner for his webcam.

Altcoin Daily mostly uses
screen capture videos, with
some stock footage tossed in.
Occasionally he will do a live
discussion format with his
webcam box on the right.



4. Finance

Economics Explained

https://www.youtube.com/c/EconomicsExplained/featured

Subscribers: 1.96M

Videos: 189

Category: Education

Mark Tilbury

https://www.youtube.com/c/MarkTilbury/featured

Subscribers: 1.36M

Videos: 112

Category: Education
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Economics Explained uses a
combination of stock video
footage with graphics and basic
animations along with a voice
over. This makes for easy
videos if the script is good.

Mark Tilbury uses a
combination of webcam
vlogging with stock video and
news clips to discuss his
subject. With 1.36M subs this
obviously works well.

5. Travel

World According to Briggs

https://www.youtube.com/c/WorldAccordingToBriggs

Subscribers: 841K

Videos: 713

Category: Education

touropia

https://www.youtube.com/c/touropia

Subscribers: 1.05M

Videos: 95

Category: Travel
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World According to Briggs is a
faceless voice over channel
using stock footage and some
graphic overlays. His hook is
using a folksy style and humor
to keep the videos interesting.

Touropia is a faceless channel
with voice over using stock
footage and top 10 lists for
different places around the
world. Very popular channel
but I find it a bit to tidy for
YouTube.



6. Relationships

Make Them Love You

https://www.youtube.com/c/MakeThemLoveYou

Subscribers: 258K

Videos: 161

Category: Howto

The School of Life

https://www.youtube.com/c/theschooloflifetv

Subscribers: 7.72M

Videos: 869

Category: Education
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Make Them Love You uses
stock video, captioning, and a
computer generated voice over.
This is easy to make but will
limit the number of subs.
Computer voices are not great.

The School of Life uses nicely
made animation to tell a story,
with a pleasant voice over. This
type of animation can be time
consuming and expensive, but
it works great. 7.72M subs.

7. Pets & Animals

Funniest Animals Ever

https://www.youtube.com/user/jiatheripper

Subscribers: 806K

Videos: 88

Category: Animals

Funny And Cute Kitten Cat

https://www.youtube.com/c/FunnyAndCuteKittenCat

Subscribers: 649K

Videos: 130

Category: Animals
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Funniest Animals Ever re-posts
video clips from other channels
and sources like TikTok. I would
recommend adding a voice
over intro for each clip and
some music.

Funny And Cute Kitten Cat is a
faceless channel that uses
video clips from other
channels and makes good use
of voice overs to comment on
the different clips.



8. Technology

Top Tech Now

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCCnQOrN1ys0Rl3q9I2JTs-w

Subscribers: 167K

Videos: 394

Category: Tech

TechZone

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC6H07z6zAwbHRl4Lbl0GSsw

Subscribers: 3.77M

Videos: 1,150

Category: People
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Top Tech Now uses stock and
company video along with clean
graphic animations. Has a Top
Ten style format with
professional voice over making
for entertaining videos.

TechZone uses found video
and company videos for a Top
Ten approach. Beginning with a
quick preview and intro the
videos then use voice over to
discuss each video segment.

9. Luxury

Mr. Luxury

https://www.youtube.com/c/MrLuxury

Subscribers: 676K

Videos: 240

Category: Entertainment

King Luxury

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCKQcazUy4R2p4nBWsxwQJyg

Subscribers: 265K

Videos: 217

Category: Entertainment
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Mr. Luxury is a lifestyle of the
rich, faceless channel using
stock and acquired footage with
voice over and text/graphics to
give a lot of info in an
entertaining manner.

King Luxury uses a style
similar to Mr. Luxury utilizing
found and acquired video with
a voice over and text. This
makes for a pleasing way to
glimpse the rich lifestyle.



10. ASMR

ASMR SOAP

https://www.youtube.com/c/ASMRSOAP

Subscribers: 697K

Videos: 642

Category: Entertainment

Tena ASMR

https://www.youtube.com/c/TenaASMR

Subscribers: 613K

Videos: 453

Category: Entertainment
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ASMR SOAP uses the same
camera as a standard unboxing
video but instead of voice over
it sticks with the sound created
in the video. ASMR stands for
Autonomous sensory meridian
response.

Tena ASMR uses a webcam
style setup with a very
sensitive mic to record very
quiet sounds. It is a bit creepy
though.

11. Business

Success Secrets TV

https://www.youtube.com/c/SuccessSecretsTV

Subscribers: 1.35M

Videos: 1,180

Category: Education

Business Basics

https://www.youtube.com/c/BusinessBasics1

Subscribers: 431K

Videos: 92

Category: Education
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Success Secrets TV is a
faceless channel with voice
over using stock video footage
and following a top 10 or
countdown style. This helped
them gain over 1 million subs.

Business Basics uses a
combination of found video
footage, news clips, and
graphics with a voice over. The
editing is reasonably quick
making for easy to watch videos



12. Makeup & Beauty

Christen Dominique

https://www.youtube.com/c/christendominique

Subscribers: 4.37M

Videos: 483

Category: Howto

Jennifer Chiu

https://www.youtube.com/c/chiutips

Subscribers: 875K

Videos: 507

Category: Howto
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Christen Dominique uses a
webcam setup with some fun
editing tricks to spice things up
a bit. This webcam style works
well for makeup videos since it
mimics what you would see in
a mirror.

Jennifer Chiu combines the
standard webcam vlogging
style with the more open
personal camera vlogging
style making for highly
watchable videos.

13. Investing

Casgains Academy

https://www.youtube.com/c/CasgainsAcademy

Subscribers: 370K

Videos: 278

Category: Education

Andrei Jikh

https://www.youtube.com/c/AndreiJikh

Subscribers: 2.12M

Videos: 457

Category: Education
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Casgains Academy relies
heavily on graphics and
animations with voice over to
tell their story. This looks great
but can be a lot of work creating
and editing those animations.

Andrei Jikh uses his webcam
to speak directly to his
audience. Plus he tosses in a
lot of graphics, charts, and
animation helping him to
easily explain his subject.



14. Personal Finance

Practical Wisdom - Interesting Ideas

https://www.youtube.com/c/PracticalWisdom

Subscribers: 835K

Videos: 548

Category: Education

Marko - WhiteBoard Finance

https://www.youtube.com/c/WhiteBoardFinance

Subscribers: 884K

Videos: 261

Category: Education
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Practical Wisdom uses a count
down video style with stock
footage and voice over. To
make this work you need to
have a good script and a clean
narration delivery.

Marko - WhiteBoard Finance
uses a combination of facing
the camera vlogging with a
slideshow for the important
information. Easy to set up but
requires a great script.

15. Book Reviews

Productivity Game

https://www.youtube.com/c/ProductivityGame

Subscribers: 518K

Videos: 184

Category: Film

Better Than Food

https://www.youtube.com/c/BetterThanFoodBookReviews

Subscribers: 148K

Videos: 269

Category: Education
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Productivity Game uses
whiteboard animation
techniques with voice over to
discuss the concepts in famous
books. This makes for easy to
follow and enjoy videos.

Better Than Food is a book
review site where they use a
webcam vlogging style
format. This can work if you
have an engaging personality,
but it is all on you to pull it off.



16. Cars/Automotive

Bladed Angel

https://www.youtube.com/c/BladedAngel

Subscribers: 584K

Videos: 275

Category: Autos

ChrisFix

https://www.youtube.com/c/chrisfix

Subscribers: 9.09M

Videos: 374

Category: Autos
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Top Ten/Count Down style
using a background from a
video game overlaid with still
images of the cars he is
discussing. Clever way to add
movement to a slideshow.

ChrisFix uses a POV vlogging
style in his videos which is
great for how to videos like
these. Having live commentary
makes the videos much more
approachable and enjoyable.

17. Software Reviews

ExplainingComputers

https://www.youtube.com/c/explainingcomputers

Subscribers: 865K

Videos: 422

Category: Tech
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ExplainingComputers primarily
uses screen capture to look at
the product being discussed.
The videos start off with a
longish intro, then some
webcam stuff, then the video.

I only found one good example
here with more than 100,000
subs. So, not great for
YouTube Ads, but fine for other
sales techniques like affiliate
links and product placement.



18. DIY & Crafts

5-Minute Crafts

https://www.youtube.com/c/5MinuteCraftsYouTube

Subscribers: 77.2M

Videos: 5,611

Category: Howto

Blossom

https://www.youtube.com/c/BlossomTV

Subscribers: 12.6M

Videos: 544

Category: Howto
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5-Minute Crafts uses high
production value video skits
with a catchy soundtrack.
Shows what you can do if you
have money. Very
professionally done channel.

Blossom uses professionally
filmed hands videos with a
catchy soundtrack.
Interestingly the videos are
square, Instagram maybe?

19. Unboxing

Unbox Therapy

https://www.youtube.com/c/unboxtherapy

Subscribers: 168K

Videos: 95

Category: Education

TheRelaxingEnd

https://www.youtube.com/c/TheRelaxingEnd

Subscribers: 8.7M

Videos: 3,931

Category: Games
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Unbox Therapy combines vlog
webcam style commentary with
standard unboxing POV video
of the product being unboxed.
This makes a more watchable
style than the standard style.

Standard Unboxing format but
with sight gags and humor.
Oddly, there is no music and
no voice over, instead relying
on sound effects and quiet.
Obviously it works 8.7M subs.



20. Fashion

The Style Insider

https://www.youtube.com/c/TheStyleInsider1

Subscribers: 217K

Videos: 420

Category: Howto

Shea Whitney

https://www.youtube.com/c/SheaWhitney

Subscribers: 1.46M

Videos: 605

Category: Howto
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The Style Insider uses a
lifestyle vlogger format. Talking
to camera with some slideshow,
stock video, and screen
grabbed content. Depends on
personality to work.

Shea Whitney uses a lifestyle
vlogging technique
interspersed with filmed b-roll
video. As a lifestyle video
format this relies heavily on the
likability of the video host.

The YouTube Prosperity Plan

How to Become a Financial Success on YouTube

10-Week Course

Have you wanted to run a successful
YouTube channel but didn’t know how?
Are you tired of watching video after
video on YouTube but just ending up
more confused than ever?
Have you dreamed of having a YouTube
channel that earns real money?
Then here is the answer. I have put
together a new 10-week course that
walks you step-by-step through the
complete success process.

Find Out More Here:

YouTube Prosperity Plan

https://www.georgepeirson.com/youtube-prosperity
https://www.georgepeirson.com/youtube-prosperity



